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Performance                                                                                                                                                                                    
Show jumping- At Grade A he has been consistent throughout his career even though he has not just concentrated 
on show Jumping, with County Showing and Sport Horse Classes also taking up a lot of his time. He has held his own 
in some very strong classes with many wins on the County circuit, including wins & placings at RIHS, Chester Race 
Course, Cheshire County, East of England & Cartmel & Westmorland County. His consistency is proven by winning the
Area 14a Open points in 2011.                                                                                                                                                            
Showing- He is a proven show horse with many Championships to his credit, always gaining top ride marks & 
unflappable in any atmosphere. He has qualified for CHAPS Championships, where he has won classes including  
Style & performance, Ridden showing wins. Ridden Coloured  championship 5 years in a row. BSPA championships 4 
years in a row and has also been a HOYS ridden coloured finalist!

 

Country Lone Ranger
16.3HH      2000

Graded British Breeders
Bay Tobiano (skewbald)

Selle Francis x TB
Performance Elite Graded

Grade A show jumper & HOYS &
RIHS Ridden Coloured Finalist 

His great grand sire is the famous Dallas with Dallas Bright 
Spark as his grand sire, both of whom are now dead. We 
believe he is the only coloured stallion now alive with these 
precious bloodlines. 

He also has an excellent pedigree on his dams side, which includes 2 Grade A's & 4 generations of proven pedigree.  Lone 
Ranger is full of quality & extremely light on his feet, with superb elevated paces. He has a natural huge scopey jump, is as 
careful as a cat & loves to work.

Country Lone Rangers stock have excelled themselves in every discipline. 
He has numerous British Event horses out up to Advanced level with 
professionals actively sourcing his stock, one of his event horses won the 
Horse and Hound Young Riders Bursary, as they are all bold, careful and 
easy to train. Showing stock have taken many Championships as well as 
HOYS and RIHS finalists and 2nd Search for a Star in the HOYS Final. His 
young stock have taken Championships in everything from Sports horse 
to Hunter classes as well as BEF 1st premiums.     
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